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SHARED 

GOVERNMENT 
BASIS OF AN OPTION INCREASING LOCAL POWER AND 

RESPONSIBILITY 
 

 

Shared Government unites, within one Commonwealth of Australia, and in one parliament, 

a national sector of government represented in the House of Representatives and a local 

sector represented in the Senate. The total number of Commonwealth parliamentarians would 

need to be no more than in the 2008 parliament.  

 

There would be no state parliaments. Approximately 27 regional or territory congresses of 

varying size would have full time members with a total membership approximating the 

number of members in all state and territory parliaments in 2008 less the number in state 

upper houses plus a number of elected Senators equal to the current number. 

 

THE NATION 
The Commonwealth sector is represented in the House of Representatives as now with the 

head of government or Prime Minister dependent on securing a majority in this house. 

The local sector is represented in the Senate which has the same powers as now. 

Joint Sittings are used to resolve differences between the two houses, including the failure of 

one house to pass a resolution from the other and the failure of one house to deal with a 

resolution from the other. 

 

The local sector is based on 27 congresses based as far  as possible on community if interest 

with numbers varying according to the population. The metropolitan and outer metropolitan 

areas of Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney each elect one congress but may 

be divided into planning precincts each served by an administrator. Tasmania has one 

congress and there would be separate congresses for Northern Australia, covering northern 

parts of present Western Australia and Northern Territory areas and Darwin, and Central 

Australia based on parts of Western Australia, South Australia, the Northern Territory and 

Alice Springs. In addition to those eight congresses there would be another nineteen across 

the nation. The boundaries would better represent ‘community of interest’ and areas close to 

suggested boundaries would be able to hold plebiscites to decide a preferred congress. 

The fixed election dates of each sector are two years apart. 

  

COMMONWEALTH SECTOR 

The people elect the House of Representatives every four years within three months before or 

three months after a fixed date. 

Senators are elected at local sector elections.  

  

 

THE LOCAL SECTOR 

  

The people elect the local congresses two years apart from House of Representative elections.  
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Local congress consists of 

  

THE CONGRESS BOARD, the decision making body of  

• full time Congress members who attend board meetings and roster attendance at 

precinct meetings.  

• full time Senators who serve on both the congress and the Commonwealth Senate (the 

Senators would be relieved of Estimates Committee work which would be transferred 

to the House of Representatives) 

THE FULL CONGRESS, meets up to twelve times a year to make recommendations to the 

board or at times called by the board, and consists of:  

• Congress board members  

• Elected Mayors (voluntary with honorarium) or elected deputy for each suburb and 

district. The Mayor or Deputy may be given certain delegated non-planning and 

development powers by the Board to assist in the provision of local services.  

 

Congress will establish local precinct meetings in towns, suburbs and districts which may 

make recommendations to the Board covering community issues, needs and emergency 

services. The meetings would be chaired by the Mayor or Deputy and may appoint working 

groups on local issues, projects and services and meet with the general public.  

 

Note: 

1. A second option for the local sector is to have local councils, as now, which organize 

into 27 regional groups for the purpose of electing Senators who would attend group 

meetings of councils. Planning and development decisions would be made by 

Regional Planning Authorities represented by equal numbers of local councils in the 

region and full time nominees of the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth nominees 

would be assigned to a suitable number of Regional Planning Authorities.  

2. It is recommended that the a series of public forums, search conferences and 

deliberative polling be held to determine whether electorates based on geographic 

divisions should be the only or most appropriate way of representing electors. 

Representation by functions and pursuits or interests may be appropriate, at least in 

the House of Representatives in the 21
st
 century. What we do is no longer always 

based on where we live and what we do is often more important in social and other 

arrangements than where we live.  

3. It is recommended that local and national sectors consider how to make better use of 

electronic and other modern technology for example to avoid excessive travel.  to 

facilitate discussion of needs, and speed up decision making in emergency situations. 

 

-         Jim Snow, 0419 495 179, snojim@bigpond.com  

-         16
th
 December 2012 

Shared government is one of many options proposed by Beyond Federation Network 

members. 
 


